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MODERN MULES L 42837276 A
WASHINGTON, D. C.

by MIKE STRATTON

began collecting paper money many years ago and
decided to specialize in both large- and small-size two-
dollar bills. Other issues such as small-size silver

certificates and U.S. notes also were intriguing so 1 picked up
various notes as they caught my eye. I eventually ended up
with four notes that I discovered were called "mules." Last
Christmas I asked for and received the book Standard Guide to
Small-Size U.S. Paper Money 1928 to Date, by Dean Oakes and
John Schwartz, and began entering the serial numbers of all
my small-size notes into the book. This book gives serial num-
ber ranges for various mule notes. For example, the $10 silver
certificate, Series 1934A, Blue Seal, serial number range A74
452 813A through A90 577 124A contains mule notes.

Exactly what is the agreed-upon definition of a "mule"?
Oakes and Schwartz define a mule as "a note that has a micro
check number on one side and a macro check number on the
other. Micro numbers measure 0.6mm high whereas macro
numbers are Imm high." Oakes and Schwartz indicate that
mules were produced during the 15-year period 1938 to 1953
and show a very comprehensive table of mules in denomina-
tions from $1 through $100 and even indicate that mules are
possible in the $500, $1000, $5000, and $10000, Series 1934,
denominations.

As an avid coin and bill collector, I've gotten in the habit
over the years of checking every coin or bill that passes through
my hands, just to see if anything jumps out. Doing this has
resulted in finding, in circulation, a 1934A, $10 Federal Re-
serve note in fine+ condition, among others. Doing this, after
thoroughly studying the Oakes and Schwartz book, led me to
find what I consider to be modern day mules. These notes, so
far, have a small face plate number and a larger back plate
number. The vast majority of notes I have examined have the
face number and the back number the same size, about 0.8mm
high. On these modern mules, the face number is still about
0.8mm high but the back number is about 1.Imm. This may
not seem like a significant difference but the larger back num-
bers are very obvious. What is so amazing to me is that these
modern mules apparently are not that scarce and are pretty
easy to find in circulation.

Another fascinating point is that these notes seem restricted
to the Fort Worth currency press runs, the notes with the let-
ters "FW" to the left of the face number. I happened to find
two $1 Federal Reserve notes, Series 1995, one with the letters
FW and the other without the FW, both of which have the
same back plate number, 62. The FW note is a mule, the other
is not. That is, the "FW" note has the back number (62) larger
than its face number (6), while the other has its back number
(62) the same size as its face number (8). The serial numbers
of each note are: L42 837 276A for the FW note, and A82 037
382A for the other.

I have found these modern mules in the following Federal
Reserve note denominations: $1, $5, $10, and $20. I admit
that I have little reason to regularly handle $50 or $100 notes
so this article is restricted to these four values. Each time I
happen to find one of these notes, I note the denomination,
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series, serial number, face plate number and back plate num-
ber. I've constructed a table of the notes I've found and have
discovered these mules in 1988A, 1993, and 1995 series notes.
The table is shown below. Also shown is a view of a modern
mule and a modern non-mule for comparison of face and back
plate number sizes.

This article is designed to get people thinking about the
possibility of modern mules and, especially, looking at cur-
rently circulating bills.
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Denomination

Type:
FRN=Federal
Reserve Note Series

Serial
Number

Front Plate
Number

Size:
S=Small
L=Large

Back Plate
Number Size

I Dollar FRN 1988A F302663470 FW II 262 S 250 L

G71697008V FW G 272 S 220 L

H80489026H FW C 386 S 314 L

1403153360 FW B 301 S 208 L

1897620621 - 1 FW A 381 S 273 L

1993 G58622228C FW F 96 S 11 L

K3382729013 OW B 11 S 307 L

052994866E FW A 55 S 320 L

L64409042E FW C 55 S 331 L

L690605881-1 FW B 120 S 371 L

1995 L42837276A FW G 6 S 62 L

5 Dollar 1988A G1231181911 OW 1' 61 S 73

1993 G28914017A FW A 12 S 96 L

10 Dollar 1995 L39514310A FW 0 3 S 1 L

20 Dollar 1993 1,387539288 OW B 10 S 31 L

L940232210 FW G 74 S 65 L

Table of Observed Modern Day Mules

Finally, on a slightly different subject, I have found a mod-
ern $1 Federal Reserve, note that appears to have its back plate
number on the "wrong" side. Take a look at the $1 bills you
have in your wallet right now. Odds are that the back plate
number is shown in the lower right corner of the bill, in what
I call the "ONE" window. This bill, the only one I've ever found,
has its back plate number in the lower left corner of the "ONE"
window. Has anyone else made this observation? The bill is a
$1 Federal Reserve note, Series 1985, serial number F07 700
168A, face plate number F1, back plate number 129. This note
is not a mule. I have a complete set (A through L) of Series
1985 $1 bills, and not one of the twelve has this feature; that
is, all the back plate numbers are on the right side of the "ONE"
window. ■
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